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Each year I write "Some Things I Think I Think", These are the musings of an 83 year'old man
who obviously doesn't have much to do, You can read it, trash it, delete it, whatever, There is no
test and I am not trying to influence you,

I think it's weird, being the same age as old people.

My friends and I are still chasing the holy grail. i think it's oulr there: the $15
bottle of red wine that tastes like a $50 bottle. We've been at this for many
years and we're no closer than when we started. The search continues.

My dad rode in the car with me on the way to SMU in fune of 1956. Our
conversation went something like this: " Iody, now that you're leaving home
and entering the big world, are there some things that you will or won't do in
the future?" And I responded "l won't ever mow another lawn and I'll never go
to church again." I've not lived up to that prediction, but I think you shouldn't
hold 1,7 year old kids to big world promises.

I think Will Rogers made an interesting observation. "There are three kinds of
men. The one that learns by reading. The few that learn by observation. The
rest of them have to pee on the electric fence for themselves."

I think if you're worried about heaven and hell, and your final destination, you
should read/listen to an interview on NPR with Teruy Gross interviewing
Professor Bart Ehrman. The subject is "Heaven and hell are not what ]esus
preached". Ehrman's thoughts on the subject are very interesting - made me
feel better.

I think I wish I'd said this, but Mark Twain did. "Religion consist of a set of
things which the average man says he believes, and wishes he was certain"



Ed was my dad's good friend and fishing buddy. Ed owned a candy route that
serviced small rural stores in Wood County selling candy, tobacco products
and miscellaneous trinkets. He also owned about twenty cigarette machines
and nearly that many condom machines. He explained to me in 1960 over
coffee at the Eat Shop Caf6 that these machines were his retirement plan,
especially the condom machines. I didn't see Ed again until 1966, at which
time I asked about his retirement plan. He said "Jody, it looks like I'm gonna
have to work forever. The pill ruined the plan, the birth control pill. Nobody
buys condoms anymore." Nothing lasts forever!

Hamburger talk: You might want to try Logan's Place in Mineola. Their
burgers are pretty good, and their wine by the glass is a real bargain.

It'll all work out in the end, and if it doesn't, then it's not the end.
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